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ABSTRACT
The imminent arrival of the Internet of Things (IoT), which consists of a vast number of devices with heterogeneous characteristics, means that future networks need a new architecture to accommodate the expected increase in data generation. Software defined networking (SDN) and network virtualization (NV) are two technologies that promise to cost-effectively provide the scale and versatility necessary for IoT services. In this paper, we survey the state of the art on the application of SDN and NV to IoT. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to provide a comprehensive description of every possible IoT implementation aspect for the two technologies. We start by outlining the ways of combining SDN and NV. Subsequently, we present how the two technologies can be used in the mobile and cellular context, with emphasis on forthcoming 5G networks. Afterward, we move to the study of wireless sensor networks, arguably the current foremost example of an IoT network. Finally, we review some general SDN-NV-enabled IoT architectures, along with real-life deployments and use-cases. We conclude by giving directions for future research on this topic.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the number of devices connected to the Internet of Things (IoT) projected to expand to somewhere between 20 and 46 billion by 2020, our future will connect nearly everything, from traditional communication tools, such as laptops and smartphones, to home appliances, such as refrigerators and garage doors, and from industrial systems to actual people.

Although several solutions have been proposed and implemented to deal with a steady increase in data consumption and number of devices (e.g., the introduction of IPv6), they were not designed with billions of new users/devices in mind, who would join the network in a short period of time. This projected growth means that current wireless and mobile networks should evolve to become more “intelligent,” efficient, secure and, most importantly, extremely scalable to deal with a torrent of data communications that are extremely diverse in nature.

Software defined networking (SDN) and Network Virtualization (NV) are two of the most prominent technologies to serve as key enablers for the IoT networks of the near future. The main idea behind SDN is to separate the control plane (where the logical procedures supporting the networking protocols are executed and all the relevant decisions are taken) from the data plane (where the forwarding of packets on the most suitable interface towards the intended destination is executed). As illustrated in Figure 1, the main entity behind this separation is the controller, which communicates with the network applications through the so-called Northbound interface and translates their requirements into appropriate network decisions. The controller also communicates with the network switches that forward packets according to the controller-installed rules. This way, SDN provides increased possibilities to smartly route traffic, for example to balance the load over the network or to exploit underutilized network resources in an optimal way, thereby alleviating the burden on the network by the data onslaught of IoT.

The term network virtualization concerns a network that allows multiple service providers to form multiple separate and isolated virtual networks by sharing physical resources provided by one or more different physical network infrastructure providers. Network virtualization techniques offer reduced Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operational Expenditure (OPEX) costs by sharing the network infrastructure, improved time to market for new services and applications, as well as extreme customizability and agility by leveraging the concept of network slicing and...
subnet isolation. This will be a crucial feature for future IoT multi-networks, enabling diversified QoS for diverse usage scenarios and the quick introduction of new services and applications.

In the remainder of this article, we survey the literature on applying SDN and virtualization techniques to enable IoT scenarios. In Section II, the case about combining SDN and virtualization technologies is advocated, while in Section III, we distinguish the unique features of our work from existing surveys in the field. In Section IV, the implementation of SDN and virtualization technologies in wireless and mobile networks is examined. In Sections V and VI, the application of SDN and virtualization in IoT scenarios is investigated, by examining wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in the former and general architectures in the latter section. Section VII concludes the article and suggests future research directions. In the Appendix, we list the acronyms and abbreviations used throughout this survey.

II. THE COMBINATION OF SDN AND NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION

Although the notions of SDN, Network Virtualization and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) share many common elements and the terms are often used interchangeably, they are distinct technologies that may work in combination, with SDN usually acting as an orchestrator for the slicing of networks into virtual subnets, or other related functions. The technologies, and more importantly their combination, can be used as key enablers for IoT deployments.

Sherwood et al. [1] were among the first to combine network virtualization and SDN. In their work, which aims at supporting multi-tenancy in a data center, the network is “sliced” into multiple logical sub-networks, each completely isolated from the others. This can be beneficial both in terms of optimizing the allocation of the available network resources and providing differentiated services to diverse users. In such a setting, each user of a virtual slice believes that it has its own dedicated network hardware, thus specific performance guarantees can be given and fine-grained service-level agreements (SLAs) can be made. Their specific architecture is called FlowVisor [1], and it consists of a virtualization layer residing between the network hardware and the software controllers, using the OpenFlow protocol to translate between them. There is one dedicated software controller for each slice, with FlowVisor acting as a referee by intercepting every message between the two layers (controllers and switches). This happens in order to make sure that each controller can only direct the forwarding elements belonging to its own slice and it does not know that it controls only a subset of the network traffic and topology.

Although the mechanisms that dictate the way that isolation is implemented are adequately discussed, the article does not specify which algorithms to use for resource allocation among slices (e.g., in case of topology isolation, how to determine the number of virtual switches dedicated to each slice). Also, it is natural that the addition of an extra hypervisor layer and the existence of multiple software controller modules add overhead and complexity to the system. This work was published in 2008 and the recent innovations in SDN and OpenFlow enable a controller, given appropriate algorithms, to perform network slicing without using a middle layer.

FlowN [2] is an alternative architecture, where in order to achieve better scalability the idea of multiple controllers (advocated in FlowVisor) is abandoned. In this scheme, virtualization in terms of containerization is proposed, so that each virtual network (VN) user will see only his network, as if it was standalone. The controller will give the user full liberty over his own custom topology, as well as an exclusive address space, by performing a mapping between the virtual address space of each VN and the global physical address space that only the controller can access. In order to distinguish and isolate the different VNs, the controller instructs the edge SDN switches to encapsulate all packets with an extra header containing a special VLAN ID field that uniquely identifies a customer VN. This way, customers are at liberty to deploy their own custom applications over their VNs, without interfering with one another. Information regarding to which virtual nodes are assigned to which physical ones, as well as the respective information about the mapping between virtual and physical links is stored in an SQL database. Using this information along with the global topology view, the controller handles the packets belonging to each VN user differently.

To deal with the issue of integrated, centralized management of heterogeneous networks, Qin et al. [3] present a tree-based hierarchical overlay network. This tree is directed by a central entity, residing at its root, which has a global view of the network by gathering network state information from
its tree descendants. Nodes are categorized based on their capabilities and their expected mobility requirements and are put on the appropriate sub-tree. The adopted algorithm tries to optimize the overall network performance, based on heterogeneous flows, separated mainly by different packet lengths and inter-arrival times.

Although it is briefly mentioned that their proposal can be extended to much more diverse packet flows, for instance to optimize the network shared by a delay-tolerant file-sharing exchange and a delay-sensitive video streaming service, there are no details on how this architecture can be practically implemented. SDN would be a natural candidate for the implementation of such a framework, with the SDN controller assuming the role of the directing entity at the root of the overlay tree structure. Also, network slicing could be used to completely isolate the different tree branches.

III. RELATED SURVEYS
The topics of SDN, virtualization, and IoT have individually received a lot of attention from the research community, but to the best of our knowledge there has not been any previous effort to survey the conjunction of the three.

In [4] and [5] one can find surveys on SDN, its innovative features, and how it can be used to facilitate future networks, while in [6] the historical path towards programmable networks is examined. Despite the fact that those articles are comprehensive in treating SDN, there is no specific mention of its applications to IoT.

Al-Fuqaha et al. [7] provide a comprehensive survey of IoT, but there is only minimal mention of virtualization and/or SDN as enabling technologies. Another recent relevant survey is given in [8], but it is very focused on virtualization for WSNs, and it does not cover more holistic IoT architectures, more complex deployment scenarios and applications, or the way that SDN can be exploited to realize them.

Two more relevant surveys can be found in [9] and [10], which study the combination of SDN and virtualization in wireless and mobile networks, but they do not target IoT applications. The work closest to this article is [11]. There, the authors survey SDN orchestration for IoT applications, but very little attention is given to virtualization, NFV, network slicing or their combination with SDN to serve as facilitating technologies for the IoT.

IV. SDN AND VIRTUALIZATION FOR MOBILE AND CELLULAR NETWORKS
Virtualization and the exploitation of a central controller for a variety of network functions are seen as key enablers for future 5G cellular networks [12].

A. ACCESS NETWORK APPROACH
Granelli et al. [13] acknowledge the benefits that the combination of SDN and virtualization can bring to wireless access networks. They study heterogeneity in such networks, in terms of interoperability issues between different wireless technologies and standards. To address this challenge they propose the use of NFV, which can lead to more efficient network management in the 5G world. As an example, they outline a technique inspired from the concept of Software Defined Radio (SDR), of creating virtual network “slices” to support multiple wireless protocol instances (e.g., LTE, ZigBee or WiMax), over the same hardware radio resources. This way, SDR and its related frameworks can be thought of as an extension of SDN to the wireless world. In the same manner as SDN techniques are used to declare a reconfigurable backhaul network, SDR can be used to design a radio access network (RAN) where all access points are controlled by a central entity, in order for certain functions to be optimized (radio resource allocation, load balancing, handovers). Another, somewhat more ambitious proposal is for this integrated SDN network management framework to be applied over a mixed wired-wireless scenario. This is the case for future 5G networks, where extreme traffic volumes are going to be applied both to the front- and the backhaul of the system. Although the combination of SDN with NFV in future wireless access networks is expected to support the anticipated vast increase in the number of mobile devices, the heterogeneity in devices, requirements, and usage scenarios, leaves many hurdles yet to be taken.

Dely et al. [14] use virtualization and the cloud at the front-end of a wireless network as well. A new architecture is proposed, where processing intelligence is removed from the physical access points (APs) and it is passed to the cloud. The APs only serve to receive the traffic from the radio front-end and redirect the MAC frames to an SDN-enabled switch. They do not have any ability to process or generate their own MAC frames. Then, the core network takes over to process the frames in a central infrastructure, giving to the end user the impression of a single, centralized virtual AP. All decisions on how the virtual APs are formed and organized, and which MAC frame gets forwarded to which virtual AP for processing, are taken by the SDN controller. The transfer of the whole computational procedure to a virtualized central AP makes this architecture a suitable case for SDN-orchestrated network virtualization, where cloud computing is applied to the lower layers of the wireless stack. However, there is no mention of SDR techniques in this work, and no attempt to virtualize the PHY layer. A potential cause for concern regarding this design would be that virtual APs, located deep inside the cloud, could introduce large delays, as every MAC frame must be sent back and forth to be processed.

Zaki et al. [15] move virtualization down to the PHY layer, mainly in terms of spectrum virtualization. A hypervisor middleware is introduced at a base station level, and all LTE Physical Resource Blocks (PRB), are pooled. This means that each device sees a virtual base station (BS, like eNB), which will use PRBs gathered from many physical eNBs, in order for a certain Quality of Service (QoS) metric to be fulfilled. Figure 2 provides a schematic representation of this concept. This could mean that different virtual network “slices” can be created in the physical layer, based on certain SLAs. One application of this concept is SLA-level differentiation for
different IoT usage scenarios. While a hypervisor is proposed to control the eNBs, at the time the paper was written the concept of SDN was still in its infancy and OpenFlow did not yet exist. Consequently, an extension of this concept to higher layers of the network stack is possible, by involving the core backhaul network directly, using an SDN controller to orchestrate the resource allocation.

In [16], the V-Cell design is introduced. This scheme also relies on pooling the resources of several cells in such a way that the end devices can only see a single, central macro-cell. Interestingly, the authors take it one step further by introducing the concept of no-handover zones. According to this scheme, every end-user is assigned to a virtual BS, which follows the mobility of the user along the whole system, by properly assigning resources to the user, even if those resources belong to different physical BSs. Thus, the need for handover signaling is eliminated, which can be beneficial to future wireless networks that likely have a very large number of small cells, making handovers very frequent. Thus, even more resources are freed for useful packet transmission. Still, there is no mention of any algorithm to accommodate heterogeneous QoS requirements by slicing the common radio resource pool.

Gebremariam et al. [17] apply a similar SDN technique, targeting interference mitigation, instead of mobility. The central controller gathers transmission-related information from the transmitting BSs, such as transmitted power, code rates, number of antennas used (if MIMO is applied) and the modulation and coding method used. Using the information collected, the controller has a complete, global network view and it computes an Interference Graph. In this abstraction of the network, different BS to user equipment (UE) communication links are represented by the nodes of the graph, and two nodes are connected by an edge if the respective links are within the interference range of one another. Based on this data structure, the controller can respond to every resource allocation request from a terminal with an optimal set of resources granted, so that total interference in the system is minimized.

B. CORE NETWORK APPROACH

The introduction of SDN and NFV can also bring significant benefits to the core network. Dynamic control of mobile traffic flows through the mobile packet core can be achieved, and directed to the appropriate gateways, according to the network conditions. Also, the virtualization of critical core elements can offer flexibility and cost reduction for a provider. An illustration of this concept can be seen in Figure 3, where the core network functional elements are deployed in the premises of a cloud infrastructure provider, while the access network remains under control of a traditional network provider. A network hypervisor is used at the border between the two, to translate network requirements to specific tasks in the cloud.

Such an approach is taken by MobileFlow [18]. There, a special Software-Defined Mobile Network (SDMN) is outlined that virtualizes the network, under the orchestration of an SDN controller. The network infrastructure is sliced, under the supervision of the controller and the various network elements, such as routers and switches are virtualized using the concept of the virtual machine (VM). For instance, in long-term evolution (LTE) networks, entities such as the Mobility Management Entity (MME), Home Subscriber Server (HSS), Packet data network Gateway (PGW), and Serving Gateway (SGW), are fully virtualized, such that each user, or group of users thinks it has its own dedicated and isolated network hardware. In addition, flow-level forwarding is provisioned, which leads to carrier-grade service chaining. A drawback is that this structure is not based on OpenFlow,
but on a custom protocol that the authors do not describe in detail. Instead, a high-level architectural framework for the SDN-guided virtualization of a wireless network is provided. The authors do not delve deeper into how specific applications can be built to exploit the flexibility that is offered. A natural application is to explore network slicing for heterogeneous QoS requirements of IoT.

Basta et al. [19] study the benefits of virtualization for the evolved packet core (EPC) network of an LTE system. The authors investigate the effect of virtualizing the main core network entities of LTE, such as the MME, PGW and SGW, based on general-purpose hardware residing in a data center. The OpenFlow protocol is enhanced by a GPRS encapsulation module. They also study different placement configurations of that module inside the virtual network and their effect on signaling traffic load and packet delay.

A complimentary work is outlined in [20]. The authors claim that the current LTE/EPC architecture (4G) lacks elasticity, which leads to complicated management procedures, practices such as vendor lock-in, and reduced flexibility to introduce new services. They propose both SDN to achieve dynamic management of traffic flows and NFV to move the central network entities, such as the MME, to commodity hardware in the cloud, thereby achieving lower OPEX. OpenFlow is used to handle the Mobile Packet Core (MPC) switches in order to manage the addition, on-line modification, and deletion of connections between the access network and the Internet. In this way, services such as QoS provisioning or billing and accounting can be deployed in a flexible manner. Further work must be done to extend this architecture and to provide the implementation of the specialized service modules, such as online charging or reliable routing in case of failures. For work on resilience in SDN we refer to [21] and [22].

Jin et al. [23] present another framework, where SDN is used in between the edge and the core network of a cellular system. A logically centralized controller is used to support fine-grained policies, such as firewalls, or as a transcoder for multimedia transfer. The controller handles the RAN switches, which are co-located with the BSs. In order to introduce specific service policies, it combines the marking of the packets with VLAN tags as well as MPLS labels. Although this is interesting work in the field of SDN and its application to mobile networks, the whole framework is still based on conventional protocols, i.e., standard IP routing and MPLS. The introduction of special SDN-related standardized protocols, such as OpenFlow would be a natural extension, in order for routing to be centrally controlled throughout the network.

C. SYSTEM-LEVEL APPROACH

A more holistic framework, which, unlike the articles described above, is not limited in either the RAN or the CN, can be found in [24]. The author proposes to introduce NFV as the main enabling technology for a telco carrier cloud, spanning the whole of the carriers network stack. In this scenario, operators will deploy their network, with emphasis on the core network elements, such as the MMEs, in the cloud, by renting computing space from a data-center provider.

The telco cloud is expected to provide the necessary adaptability/flexibility to accommodate novel usage scenarios. It is also expected to reduce the CAPEX of a mobile operator, as the same network physical infrastructure can be quickly re-configured to expand or shrink the carriers network on-demand, depending on the traffic load imposed. The suggested architecture is end-to-end oriented, and it aims to jointly optimize the core network and the RAN. The author divides the telco cloud framework into 5 distinct layers:

- A Physical Infrastructure layer, which contains the physical infrastructure of the data center that is used to accommodate the telco cloud.
- A Virtual Infrastructure layer, which abstracts the Physical layer from the application, serving as a hypervisor.
- A Carrier Cloud Service platform, which ensures that the virtualized core network, and the respective virtualized RAN of the same provider are interoperable.
- A Service Provider layer, which provides the necessary high-level APIs of the services that are visible to the end users. A Content Delivery Network (CDN) or a custom Firewall could be examples of such services.
- A User layer, which describes the different usage scenarios and the ways that those services can be consumed by the end user.

Although the article touches the subject of machine-type communications, which is related to the IoT concept, it does not discuss how NFV can be used to accommodate heterogeneous QoS requirements from the different use-cases. There is also no specific mention of any algorithms that can be used in order to translate a flow’s QoS requirements into a specific network configuration based on virtual machines to provide isolation between those different usage scenarios.

Virtualization and SDN are also utilized in [25] to compose a novel proposal, called SoftAir, for the 5G cellular network. Some of the key aspects of the proposed architecture are:

- High network flexibility, through the introduction of NFV. This happens both in the core network, where functions such as mobility management, QoS routing and billing are moved to the cloud, as well as in the RAN, where the baseband processing units are fully virtualized and completely decoupled from the radio hardware, bringing both cost reduction and enhanced cooperation capabilities among different RANs.
- Network slicing, where multiple isolated subnetworks are dynamically allocated to different network entities, and where each entity can use its own PHY/MAC/NET layer protocols to provide customized services to their customers.
- Central SDN-enabled cloud orchestration. This includes (1) a mobility-aware control traffic management module, which selects the optimal routing paths for control traffic between the RAN and the CN, (2) a distributed
traffic classification function, which identifies the application, the stochastic features of the traffic carried, and its QoS requirements, and (3) a resource-efficient network virtualization module, which maximizes the global, network-wide throughput achieved, by respecting the individual QoS demands of every flow.

Some more concrete traffic engineering schemes that can be used to realize this architecture and to provide fine-grained QoS differentiation for various tenants with separate requirements include:

- Centrally-coordinated BS clustering, through the use of SDN at the RAN level. A group of BSs pool their transmitting antennas (RRHs) in order to act as a single antenna array, rendering this group a virtual single BS. This leads to a large-scale MU-MIMO realization [26], which ideally could lead to a single, giant BS in the network, achieving a frequency reuse of one, optimal capacity in the network, and a low level of interference.

- Throughput-optimal and QoS-aware resource provisioning. The objective here is to select for each user the most suitable combination of transmission power, modulation/coding scheme and MIMO antenna configuration so that the total system throughput is maximized, while the individual data rate and maximum tolerable delay requirements of the users are satisfied.

- A centrally-located traffic classifier. This is a module that takes as input the statistical characteristics and historical patterns (if available) of traffic flows (e.g., packet inter-arrival rates or the Hurst parameter) and groups the flows belonging to one of a set of pre-defined QoS classes, using semi-supervised machine learning algorithms.

- A new mobility management framework. A central controller is used both for location management (i.e., registration and paging) and handoff rerouting. Location management can be simplified, in terms of less signaling overhead, by the use of an SDN controller and enhanced by the exploitation of heterogeneous access networks (e.g., cellular combined with WiFi). Rerouting in case of handoff is also simplified by the use of a central controller that combines a global network topology view and per-flow QoS requirements to take optimal decisions about the establishment of the new path.

SoftAir comprises a complete system-level design, and the use of SDN and central control is proposed to encompass every aspect of a 5G cellular system, from mobility control to end-to-end QoS performance guarantees. It would be interesting to realize some of the proposed algorithms and integrate them into a single system at an experimental scale to assess their combined performance in practice.

An interesting fusion is proposed in [27], which combines the concept of Information-Centric Networking (ICN) with virtualization, and more specifically network slicing, in the context of a wireless network. ICN uses caching of information chunks in intermediate nodes of the network. This means that desirable content moves from the actual server to a location closer to the end user who wants it. The authors make the observation that in the same way that the physical network hardware (or any other kind of physical resources for that matter) is virtualized to be shared among multiple parties, the same logic can be extended to the content that circulates over the network.

They propose three different ways of slicing: Network-level slicing, which encompasses both access and core network virtualization. Flow-level slicing, an example of which is the FlowVisor framework analyzed above and where different flows get a separate slice of the network, e.g. in terms of bandwidth or time-slots assigned. Finally, and this is the novelty of this article, they outline content-level slicing, where the physical hardware of the content cache is virtualized and the content gets split into multiple slices, each given for consumption to a different user that requests it. The authors mention that by using an SDN controller, the physical network operator can perform optimization of the mapping between the physical resources available and the virtual resources granted to a requesting service. Nevertheless, they do not provide any methods or algorithms to achieve this optimization.

A similar fusion was presented in [28]. Here, the authors focus on Named Data Networking (NDN), which is a specific architecture that implements the broader ICN concept. Their approach, called NDNFlow, is based on using SDN to set-up and facilitate ICN networks. In order to do so, instead of modifying the OpenFlow specifications, they opted for the addition of a separate, parallel ICN layer, by implementing the necessary controller module. In this design, ICN flows are treated in a special way, compared to regular IP flows, as the forwarding path computation for those flows is done by the ICN module, separately from the traditional flows. This way the advantage of adding application-specific forwarding functionalities of ICN is combined with minimal upgrading at the network elements, where only a software plug-in must be installed to render them ICN-enabled.

The concept of using virtualization and the cloud to offer resource elasticity, adding the element of flexibility and on-demand consumption of network resources, is explored in [29]. It is suggested that “when limited resources are offered for potentially unlimited use, providers must manage them elastically by scaling up and down, as needed.” The authors outline different dimensions of cloud elasticity and state that the allocation paradigm can change depending on the particular dimension that needs to be optimized. For instance, “quality elasticity” is defined as the perceived QoS difference, depending on the level of resource usage. This can be beneficial in the case of applications with temporal variations, which in a static network would cause overprovisioning for the peak usage instances, with the resources staying idle and unexploited for the remainder of the time. Another dimension is “cost elasticity,” which enables dynamic pricing models. This can lead to a flattening of network demand, as customers will be charged more during peak times, thus
optimizing network usage and minimizing the maintenance cost for the network owner. A last, but not least, constraint is the amount of network resources at the operators disposal.

Only a high-level description of the model is given and there are no specifics on the implementation, namely on algorithms that can be used to dynamically translate the application QoS requirements into network resource requirements and decide how to perform the optimal allocation. The same holds for the rationale based on which the trade-off between the three competing dimensions/constraints (cost, QoS, available resources) will be resolved in each case.

Bari et al. [30] present a related work, where it is recognized that in order to support elastic services in an online fashion and maintain QoS guarantees at the same time, a special QoS policy enforcement framework must be in place. These frameworks usually operate on top of a DiffServ or IntServ architecture, but they do not operate in an online manner and they can only support a rather coarse granularity of QoS classes. Also, they require proprietary software on the network nodes. The authors therefore turn to SDN. A network manager can define a set of high-level policies that the outlined framework will translate to a set of Southbound SDN rules that will be installed in the forwarding elements. During the system operation the central controller gathers statistics from the network nodes and performs the necessary calculations to decide if there are QoS policy violations. If so, the network can be reconfigured, with the controller altering the routing paths, so that the SLAs will be maintained. For new requests arriving to the system, there is an admission control module that checks whether the addition of the new flow can be tolerated by the system, in terms of available resources. The advantage of using SDN for these purposes is that on the one hand we can have fine-grained, custom QoS-aware resource allocation for each individual flow and on the other hand we can also perform dynamic reconfiguration of the network in case new flows are added or existing flows change their traffic patterns.

V. SDN AND VIRTUALIZATION FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

One of the greater challenges to be addressed in the development of IoT in general and WSNs in particular is the great variety of participating devices. Already a multitude of different devices with different capabilities exist. This diversity manifests itself in terms of different capabilities (processor, memory and storage), different communication standards supported, as well as different types of sensor hardware. An illustration of a traditional (non-SDN-enabled) WSN multi-network deployment can be seen in Figure 4. The integration of SDN and network virtualization with the various sensor network architectures promises great benefits in a future where IoT will be prevalent. A major field for an early implementation of leveraging SDN and virtualization in the IoT can be found in WSNs, and there has been substantial research on interconnecting WSNs into a wider IoT framework [31], [32].

A. SDN FOR WSNs

One of the first articles that leveraged SDN and network programmability for WSNs can be found in [33]. There, a WSN consists of a BS, which contains the SDN controller, and several sensors under its command. Sensors are considered to be dumb and they do not make any routing decisions. Instead, they can only forward packets according to a flow-table in their memory, where the rules are installed by the SDN controller. The network application can then be modified by simply changing the forwarding rules at the controller, which then propagates the changes to the sensors.

In [34] the authors take a step forward by suggesting a more concrete framework. They state that application-specific WSNs are extremely rigid, in that they can only perform specific tasks and manual reconfiguration is needed if they are to be deployed in alternative ways. At the same time their management can also be hard, thus necessitating a new paradigm, where the re-tasking of general-purpose sensors will be easily performed through software. Their proposal, called SD-WSN, consists of an architecture very similar to traditional SDN. Namely, the network is clearly divided into a data plane, which includes the sensors that perform the packet forwarding, and a central controller that performs control and monitoring of the sensors (instead of switches in the traditional SDN model). The communication between the two planes is based on a modification of the OpenFlow protocol, called Sensor OpenFlow (SOF). Although no experimental validation was made in this article, it was the first concrete proposal for a synergy between the WSN and SDN worlds.

A similar attempt towards an architecture for reconfigurable WSNs, based on standardized commodity hardware, is outlined in [35]. This time the architecture is more loosely based on SDN and the OpenFlow protocol is not used. More autonomy is given to individual sensor hardware and not all network decisions are centralized. Each node has its own local low-end controller software and an embedded VM to support interoperability among heterogeneous sensor devices.
and over-the-air programming for the re-tasking of sensors in accordance to the central controller commands. Thus, many routing and MAC layer decisions [36] are taken at the local level. The central controller remains only for optimization of long-term goals, and it can take decisions such as the choice of network parameters and protocols. It also possesses global knowledge about the network topology, link quality, and the requirements of the applications at the Northbound interface, to orchestrate the sensors. What is not described is the protocol through which the central controller communicates. Another concern is the suitability of low-power and limited computational capacity sensors to perform sophisticated network functions.

Galluccio et al. [37] present an alternative framework that supports stateful SDN, by implementing some degree of programmable forwarding logic in the nodes themselves. They define an SDN controller to decouple the control plane, which runs on top of the WSN, from the data plane, which is still implemented in the sensor nodes. In order to exploit the already deployed infrastructure, the SDN functions operate on top of the 802.15.4 PHY and MAC layers that are still used by the nodes for communication. Functionally, the network consists of several sensor nodes and one or more sink nodes that serve as the gateways between the low-level nodes running the data plane and the higher-level elements running the control plane. The SDN functions are separated into three distinct layers: The Forwarding layer (FWD), which processes incoming data packets according to the rules that are installed by the controller in a flow table inside each node and sends them to the next best chosen hop towards the sink, the In-Networ Packet Processing layer (INPP), which runs on top of the FWD and mainly serves for data aggregation, and the Topology Discovery layer (TD), which collects information about the neighboring relationships between nodes and feeds it to the controller, so that it will have an accurate global view of the sensor interconnections. A question remains on the practicality of such stateful SDN implementations, as many of the sensors participating in the IoT are expected to be extremely limited in terms of processing and storage capabilities, and it is doubtful whether they can support such a level of programmability.

Another interesting SDN-to-WSN application is given in [38]. There, the authors argue for applying OpenFlow to Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs), which is the most common topology found in WSN deployments. Those networks exhibit similar characteristics to traditional Wireless Mobile Networks, such as cellular or WLANs, but with the crucial difference that every node in a WMN can act as a router as well, and participate in the routing function by sending and receiving packets to/from its neighbors. Given that in many cases the sensors or other devices participating in the network are geographically dispersed, WMNs are seen as a key component for the future IoT. In the proposed architecture, the network is composed of OpenFlow-enabled mesh routers, terminal stations that connect to the routers using a standardized 802.11 interface, mesh gateways to connect the mesh network to the outside world, and the central controller. The controller installs the forwarding rules to the routers and performs the channel assignment to optimize the network operation and to minimize collisions among different node-pairs transmissions. It also handles global node addressing and mobile connectivity, in case the nodes can also move in space. Although the merging of OpenFlow with mesh networking is an interesting proposal, the authors do not provide any specific algorithms on how to leverage OpenFlow to achieve the interesting applications they outline, such as load balancing and mobility management.

A more specific example, where SDN is applied to sensor networks, can be found in [39]. There an SDN architecture is applied instead of a traditional one, in order to implement a sleep-scheduling mechanism. It is based on the so-called EC-CKN (Energy Consumed uniformly Connected K-Neighborhood) algorithm [40]. This algorithm selects the most suitable nodes to be put into sleep mode, by taking into account both the remaining power of the sensor (they usually operate on batteries) and the number of its neighbors. If a node has less than \( k \) neighbors, none of its neighbors is allowed to go into sleep mode, while if it has more than \( k \) neighbors, at least \( k \) of them must remain awake. Taking into account the remaining power is done to maximize the lifetime of the network in terms of energy, while taking into account the number of neighbors serves to ensure the connectivity of the network. The novelty of this approach is that instead of having the sensors compute the relevant algorithm parameters locally, in a distributed manner, the central controller performs all computations and communicates the decisions, on whether they must get in or out of the sleeping mode, to the sensors. The gain of this modification is that the numerous broadcast messages that the sensors had to exchange in the distributed approach are avoided. Instead, the only information exchange necessary is a brief beacon message from the node to the controller, which is directed through a pre-defined route and is not broadcasted to save energy.

### B. NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION FOR WSNs

An approach that aims to exploit network virtualization to make a separation between the physical infrastructure and the applications is given in [41]. It considers a scenario where a sensor node can serve multiple sensing applications concurrently and the network contains multiple-purpose sensors that are application-agnostic. This way multiple virtual sensor networks are created over a shared physical infrastructure and this article is probably the first work where an open access API to support third-party WSN applications is envisioned. To achieve this goal, the authors opted for sensors that contain a special hardware abstraction layer, instead of deploying virtual machines to reside on top of the sensor OS inside each node (as suggested in [42]). This layer is used in each node in order to allow each separate application access to the shared hardware. When an application requires access to some component, e.g. the timer of the node, the request
is processed by a run-time layer that resides between the embedded operating system and the application, which is written in TinyOS. Once the application code is sent to the relevant nodes, network-level virtualization must be achieved and to this end an overlay network, using the Collection Tree Protocol [43], is formed to route control messages to the sensors and collect useful data from them. This way the nodes that run the same application are completely isolated from the rest of the network, even if they are not located in physical proximity. This makes each application to perceive the network as being dedicated to it only. A downside of this architecture is that it is not generic, as only applications written in the context of TinyOS are supported. Also, although the authors mention that the target nodes for each application are selected, among other criteria, according to available resources and their computing capabilities, there is no algorithm given that selects the appropriate targets in case of multiple applications requesting network resources simultaneously.

A similar system is described in [8]. There, a multi-layer architecture is proposed to enhance the efficiency of already deployed WSN hardware. This approach is based on overlay Virtual Sensor Networks (VSNs), which have been first proposed in [44]. At the bottom layer, individual sensor nodes can run several tasks concurrently. Those tasks can belong to different applications/end-users, so that the sensing capabilities of each physical node are shared, creating a virtualized sensor network. For instance, a possible scenario would be that of a sensor deployed in a residential smart home application, which will also be exploited to serve a city administration task (e.g., for a public safety project) at the same time. The homeowner can be given incentives to allow his/her hardware to be virtualized for sharing. The data gathered by the sensors are also fully aggregated and shared at a higher, network level. This creates a second abstraction layer, from which the end consumer can access the platform using a standardized interface for the communication between the end-user application and the gateway node. The whole system gives an implementation of the concept of Sensing-as-a-Service [45]. Since sensor hardware can be extremely limited in terms of processing capabilities, this design relies on special central gateway nodes (e.g., an LTE eNB).

Although plenty of technical details are given for the platform and its implementation, there is no definition of a mechanism that will discover and allocate the required physical resources [46] and which will assign the tasks to the sensors in such a way that the performance requirements of each task are fulfilled and the overall number of tasks admitted to the system gets maximized. This becomes even more imperative in the case of different applications that require separate application priorities (which translates to different QoS levels) at the sensors, and those priorities can change dynamically. A solution to this is proposed in [47], where the authors define a bipartite graph to model the problem of matching sensing tasks (missions) to sensor nodes. A bipartite graph, as can be seen in Figure 5, is a graph whose vertices can be separated in two disjoint sets, v1 and v2, in such a way that every edge has one end in v1 and one in v2. The limitation here lies in the assumption that each node can only execute a single task, thus eliminating any notion of virtualization.

Mouradian et al. [48] add another perspective, by proposing the merging of WSNs with NFV technology. More specifically, they outline a case study for implementing NFV sensor gateways. Three different network entities are described: the WSN infrastructure provider, the virtual gateway provider, and the application provider. In this architecture the virtualized gateways serve as the intermediary between the substrate physical infrastructure and application developers, providing an abstraction of the sensor deployment details to the latter. In the case study, there are two distinct WSN deployments, comprising two different sets of sensor hardware, to provide the integration and interoperability capabilities of the NFV concept. The two most critical virtualized gateway functions proposed are protocol conversion and information model processing. The first is essential for the protocol translation between the two different infrastructure domains, as well as for the translation between the physical and the application layer. The second one is needed to convert the raw data from the sensors, which can be extremely unstructured and follow multiple different data formats to one unified pattern, such as JSON or XML.

VI. GENERALIZED IoT ARCHITECTURES AND FRAMEWORKS ENABLED BY SDN AND VIRTUALIZATION

The IoT ecosystem consists of much more than only sensor networks. The whole concept is still in its infancy, and standardization efforts are still under way, with multiple competing alliances trying to dominate for a global standard. It is thus natural that there has already been substantial research effort.
towards defining suitable architectural reference models for present and future IoT deployments. The “holy grail” of these efforts is the emergence of a global viable solution that is both scalable in terms of the enormous number of devices that are expected to be connected in the near future and which will also provide interoperability and seamless connectivity, given the heterogeneity of the participating nodes.

The SENSEI project [49] and the Cognitive Management Framework for the IoT [50] are two examples, but they are too generic and do not capture the singularities of the various IoT use-cases. We believe that the introduction of full-customization and programmability brought by SDN and network virtualization techniques can bring the IoT to maturity.

A. SDN-BASED IoT ARCHITECTURES

An example where SDN is used to facilitate IoT networks can be found in [51], where specific service requirements are translated by a central controller into network requirements, e.g. a minimum data rate, or a maximum tolerable delay or packet loss for each separate flow. Network calculus is used to model the multi-network environment and a genetic algorithm is used to schedule flows, in order to optimize end-to-end flow performance. The paper considers routing optimization, where all flows share the same nodes/resources, but it does not consider network containerization.

In [52], scheduling is seen as the key to make wireless networks deterministic. Their technique is based on time-slotted channel hopping, controlled by a central processing element. This central element makes all decisions, both in terms of route establishment, and in terms of time/frequency slot assignment [53]. The scheme described is interesting, but it can only be applied to networks consisting of well-defined, periodic flows, such as those of an industrial wireless sensor network. The nodes in such networks also have certain limitations, such as absence of packet buffering. It is much more challenging to expand it to a more generalized IoT setting, where heterogeneous flows, with dynamic behavior, are serviced over the same network resources. Also, DetNet is used, instead of OpenFlow to communicate the controllers commands to the network devices (sensors), making it less SDN-standardized.

Another article that underlines the need to address the heterogeneity of the different IoT objects and applications can be found in [54]. The authors conclude that, although with the introduction of IPv6 the vast increase in the number of connected devices is properly addressed, the heterogeneity amongst their different requirements and capabilities still remains an open research question. To address it, they provide a rather high-level architecture of an IoT controller, which to a generic level seems an adequate framework to handle heterogeneous IoT flows. The work misses a more concrete design of the inner workings of the controller and an experimental evaluation of the proposed high-level architecture.

B. VIRTUALIZATION-BASED IoT ARCHITECTURES

Nastic et al. [55] were among the first to propose the combination of network virtualization and the telco cloud for the IoT. Rather than virtualizing the core or the access network that the IoT devices plug into, they propose to virtualize the physical hardware of the various sensors and actuators themselves, creating an IoT cloud infrastructure. A framework that is concentrated on the Northbound APIs of the SDN controller is outlined, to ease the development of IoT applications. An example is given where a fleet management platform is developed, using the provided APIs, to provide functionalities such as vehicle tracking or statistics collection. What this framework lacks is a programmable separation of the various concurrent IoT applications running inside the same cloud, each with its own characteristics and requirements.

The convergence of virtualization and the cloud with IoT is thoroughly investigated in [56]. In that article, a publisher/subscriber based model is proposed, where three entities are recognized: an IoT application provider (e.g., a wireless sensor access network operator, which monitors remote patients), an IoT application user/consumer (e.g., doctors who want access to patient data), and a central entity, which could be the core network that lies in between. Interestingly, the core network is rather seen as a cloud, which offers Sensing-as-a-Service (SaaS) access to the IoT WSN applications. The core network component to manage customer access is a central entity called the Broker, which is responsible for admitting or denying requests to the system, allocating the appropriate resources to them, and monitoring their usage throughout the session. On the other side of the network, special gateways are defined, through which data flow from the sensors to the core network, where they are properly processed to be ready for delivery to the customers. An algorithm is given to perform the matching between the relevant sensor data and the subscribers, called Statistical Group Index Matching.

Although there is mention of accommodating different QoS requirements from the various consumers and/or IoT applications, there are no specifics on how the flows from different WSN gateways can optimally co-exist in the network, in order to satisfy the consumer SLAs. In other words, this framework performs the producer-subscriber matchings and then assumes there are sufficient resources to satisfy all SLAs in the system, which might not be the case. One could imagine a solution where the Broker entity would cooperate with an SDN controller. The controller could isolate the different producer-consumer instances, making them think that they have their own network for the duration of the session, based on the application QoS requirements or the SLA with the customer. This would further enhance the virtualized SaaS nature of this network offering, where each customer gets a portion of the network on demand to connect to the sensor network.

A question that was not clearly answered is how the application gateways from the WSNs to the cloud are going to
be implemented. Kovatsch et al. [57], propose a solution by defining Actinium, a runtime container that allows low-end devices, such as sensors, to expose Web Service-like RESTful APIs that integrate them with the cloud, where their services can be consumed. JavaScript is used to implement those apps, as “heavy” languages (e.g., Java) were deemed inefficient for such devices. The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is employed for the communication to and from the cloud, and consumer applications can access IoT devices using simple scripts. However, this approach centers on the Application Layer of the IoT network stack.

C. COMBINED SDN-VIRTUALIZATION IoT ARCHITECTURES
One of the first works proposing SDN-orchestrated network virtualization can be found in [58]. There, network slicing is suggested for home network management. Multiple service providers can operate over the same physical infrastructure, each getting an isolated slice of the network, directed by its own software controller. This virtual slice can consist of separated bundles of bandwidth, the forwarding table database, or the home router CPU. The different providers can be smart grid operators, HVAC providers, or a video streaming service. By guaranteeing complete isolation to each of those entities, as well as full management control over their respective sub-networks, the providers are free to optimize their service delivery and business model, as well as to share the infrastructure costs, such that the final cost for the homeowner is minimal. In order to practically implement the network, the authors propose a distributed solution, with a central hypervisor module directing multiple OpenFlow controllers, each in charge of a different network slice.

What remains somewhat unclear is which algorithms/policies to use by the controller, so that the resources are shared amongst the various use-cases. The authors propose the use of a “slicing layer” that lies between the resource request from the various applications and the network infrastructure substrate. Rather than providing an exact implementation for this layer, the authors only outlined the slicing mechanism.

Moving towards the same direction, Li et al. [59] argue that the bottleneck in developing vertical, dedicated, application-specific IoT platforms, is the lack of reusability and interoperability. Instead of each application coming along with its own set of sensing hardware, gateways and cloud computing servers providing developers with the necessary APIs for IoT applications, a middle layer, which contains a distributed network OS, commanding several physically distributed SDN controllers, a south layer, which contains the SDN-enabled network switches, and the IoT gateway, which connects them to the middle layer. In essence, this is just the classic SDN architecture, with IoT applications in mind. The authors take it one step further when they claim that, in order to achieve an IoT-optimized network, one has to design the network OS, which sits in the middle layer, using virtualization techniques. The network OS must be used in such a way that the diversity of use-cases and IoT devices is acknowledged. Although the authors do not present any specific details about how virtualization is going to be used in the middle layer, the approach of combining NFV techniques with an SDN-orchestration logic for an IoT network is interesting.

Another article, where SDN-orchestrated network virtualization techniques are proposed, is [61]. There, the routing functionality is moved out of the routers and switches of the core network and is taken over by a central controller. The authors make the case that by giving the controller, which has a global view of the routing state of the entire network, the responsibility to make all routing decisions, signaling overhead is greatly reduced, especially in the case of inter-domain routing. This serves to reduce the total number of physical routing devices required to deploy the network, thus minimizing CAPEX for the provider. Every packet is inspected at the switches and, if necessary, forwarded to the controller, which will make the routing decision. A full protocol that is used for the controller to communicate with the virtualized router module is given and a proof-of-concept prototype is presented and tested on the GEANT testbed. A drawback of this approach is the latency introduced by using a special routing module, separate from the controller. The communication between the two is based on a RESTful
API, which uses a VPN as the channel, and it occurs for every packet that needs a routing decision, thus increasing the round-trip time for a significant portion of the IP packets.

D. APPLICATIONS OF SDN-ENABLED IoT

Current and future urban environments serve as prominent application areas for IoT. The application of IoT is envisioned to optimize various sectors, including transportation, utilities and law enforcement. Thus, significant research has been devoted to developing and implementing the relevant system architecture.

For instance, Liu et al. [63] provide an example of such an SDN-orchestrated architecture. The proliferation of sensors connected to the Internet, as well as of smartphones with extended sensing capabilities [64] brings new opportunities for the acquisition of infrastructure and environmental data from big cities [65]. In order for effective and sustainable urban development to be supported through sensing applications, the authors argue that the current IoT urban deployments should have a shared physical infrastructure, where the same set of sensor nodes can support multiple applications from multiple developers, who will be able to customize the substrate network behavior through software only. To this end, SDN is an ideal candidate, with its Northbound APIs providing the necessary abstractions that developers can exploit to use the substrate sensor network. The proposed software-defined IoT architecture consists of three layers:

- A physical infrastructure layer, which contains the physical hardware, such as sensors, smartphones with sensing capacity, the base stations/access points, and the gateways that connect them to the backbone network. It is important to note that, in the SDN-IoT architecture, those nodes do not possess any intelligence and they leave the decision-making to the control layer that lies above.
- A control layer, which sits between the infrastructure and the application layer. It provides low-level management of the devices in the lowest layer and it exposes the developer APIs to the upper layer. In the urban sensing setting, it provides data aggregation, network transmission, and processing. The SDN controller lies in that plane and is responsible both for the sharing mechanism of the hardware among various applications (having a global view of the geographical sensor topology) as well as for the QoS-aware routing of the data produced in the core network towards the end-consumers.
- An application layer, which is used by developers to build IoT applications, by using the exposed APIs. Full abstraction of the physical infrastructure is provided, so that developers can work without worrying about what happens in the lower layers.

The architectural design is ambitious and plenty of practical implementation details are posed as open challenges for the future. These challenges include the translation of application requirements, both in terms of QoS and geographical sensor location, into sensor node configurations, the sharing of sensors among various competing applications that want access, the optimal and QoS-aware transmission of the data in the core network towards the end-servers, as well as an efficient distribution of data to the processing servers in the cloud [66].

In [62], the authors make the point that the current, fully centralized SDN controller architecture does not address the needs of urban-scale IoT mobile multi-networks. These environments are expected to consist of a multitude of different access networks (e.g., LTE, WiFi or ZigBee), as well as of an enormous number of connected devices, making the current single controller architectures impractical. Thus, a distributed scheme must be used, consisting of multiple physical controllers. Another consideration is mobility, as IoT devices are expected to roam frequently from one access point technology to another. In the outlined architecture, the network is divided into several geographic partitions, each having its own local controller, which has a view of its own partition only. To address scalability issues, each IoT device is assigned to a controller based on a distributed hashing algorithm, and to handle handovers there is a special coordination protocol among the separate controllers. After the initial assignment of devices to network partitions, a special task-resource matching unit, taking into account the service requirements of each flow and the condition of each network partition in terms of load, has the task of re-assigning IoT devices to access points. Although it is one of the few articles considering wireless and mobile networks, besides the access network assignment, there are no further provisions for a flow-scheduling optimization in terms of the backbone network.

A specific example of a demanding IoT application is a Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) [67]. In a VANET scenario, vehicles can both communicate with each other (V2V communication) in an ad hoc manner, and with a fixed infrastructure that consists of either roadside transceivers or cellular base stations. This can be used to introduce added-value services, such as road safety or traffic management systems. To use SDN in a VANET setting, the role of the SDN switches in the traditional scenario is performed by the vehicles and the roadside units, which receive the control messages from the central unit to perform the routing actions [68]. If the central controller is for some reason unavailable, the nodes must maintain some computational intelligence in order to be able to revert back to traditional ad hoc distributed routing protocols. That can also allow for hybrid schemes, where the controller only defines the general routing directions, by choosing the routing protocol and the relevant parameters, and then the nodes make the forwarding decisions locally. This can be especially beneficial for VANET’s, which exhibit extreme fluidity, with the network conditions and the node positioning possibly changing rapidly, making it extremely impractical to maintain and constantly recompute a global network connectivity graph at the controller. That said, if
TABLE 1. Representative summary of important frameworks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FlowVisor [1]</td>
<td>SDN/Virtualization</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>A virtualization layer is used to slice resources among different users, using one controller for each flow and OpenFlow for communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlowN [2]</td>
<td>SDN/Virtualization</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>A single, shared OpenFlow controller is used to create isolated subnets for different users through containerization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudMAC [14]</td>
<td>SDN/NFV</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>OpenFlow is used to move 802.11 MAC functions to the cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-Cell [16]</td>
<td>SDN/Virtualization</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Abstracts the cellular access network resources by using a central SDN controller for the RAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileFlow [18]</td>
<td>SDN/NFV</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>A custom-protocol (non-OpenFlow) solution for carrier-grade virtualization of the mobile core network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoftCell [23]</td>
<td>SDN/NFV</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>An OpenFlow SDN framework for supporting fine-grained traffic policies in the LTE EPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoftAir [25]</td>
<td>SDN/Virtualization</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>A system-level framework for cellular networks exploiting SDN and a network hypervisor, encompassing both access and core network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDNFlow [28]</td>
<td>SDN</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>OpenFlow is used to facilitate ICN networks through a special NDN-enabled controller module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PolicyCup [30]</td>
<td>SDN</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>A QoS policy-enforcement platform, where OpenFlow is used for traffic engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor OpenFlow [34]</td>
<td>SDN</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>An OpenFlow-enabled SDN architecture for WSNs, where the functionality of general-purpose sensor nodes can be dynamically re-configured by the controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDN-wise [37]</td>
<td>SDN</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>A stateful SDN solution, which compared to [34] maintains some degree of forwarding computation in the sensor nodes, although SDN is still used to dictate high-level forwarding decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDN-ECCKN [39]</td>
<td>SDN</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>An algorithm that exploits SDN (non-OpenFlow) to perform the necessary computations for sleep/awake energy-efficient scheduling in the controller, instead of the sensor nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SensShare [41]</td>
<td>Virtualization</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Another solution for a multi-purpose sensor network, where compared to [34] traditional distributed WSN protocols are used instead of SDN, in order to achieve network virtualization and subnet isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINA [51]</td>
<td>SDN</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>An SDN framework proposed to facilitate heterogeneous access-network IoT deployments, by using the controller to translate service requirements into low-level network requirements and schedule traffic flows abiding certain QoS constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDIoT [54]</td>
<td>SDN</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>A high-level description of an SDN controller designed to handle heterogeneous IoT flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UbiFlow [62]</td>
<td>SDN/Virtualization</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>In a similar fashion as in [51], this is an SDN system for IoT multi-network deployments, being novel in defining multiple controllers to isolate heterogeneous subnets and in taking mobility into account</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In this survey, we examined the fusion between SDN, network virtualization and IoT. More specifically, this survey is, to the best of our knowledge, the first one to discuss the application of both SDN, network virtualization, and their combination, as key facilitators for the deployment of IoT. It presents an overview of the proposed protocols, architectural models, algorithms and applications for the application of those technologies to IoT. Furthermore, it aims at becoming a reference point for the future efforts of both researchers and industry practitioners who would like to delve into the emerging field of IoT and its numerous envisioned applications. A representative summary of the most prominent architectural frameworks presented in this survey is given in Table 1. In the remainder of this section, we identify some key research challenges and possible future directions in applying SDN and virtualization as orchestrators for IoT.

One possible point of focus would be the optimization of SDN and OpenFlow to accommodate the peculiarities of the IoT paradigm. The expected number of participating devices is going to lead to ever-expanding flow tables at the SDN switches, as well as great overhead for the negotiations between the switches and the controller as devices enter and leave the network continuously, enabling and disabling flows in a rapid manner. It is possible that some form of “grouping” for similar devices must be performed to save space in the switch buffers. Also, modifications to OpenFlow are expected, to allow for the forwarding rules of specific IoT applications with certain temporal behavior to be kept in the tables for an extended amount of time.

Another consideration is the extreme heterogeneity of IoT applications and their requirements from the network. For instance, a smart vehicle application, which interconnects cars on a highway to exchange information with one another, would ideally require almost zero latency. A sensor network of an industrial plan would require in addition minimal packet loss, while a mobile video surveillance network could tolerate a modest bit error rate and latency, but it would need a much higher bandwidth than the previous two applications to operate. To satisfy those distinct QoS requirements simultaneously, SDN could offer smart routing and scheduling solutions, and virtualization in the form of
network slicing could be used to isolate IoT use-cases with conflicting requirements.

Cellular technology is expected to be a critical tool for IoT. In 5G cellular networks of the future, SDN and NFV are expected to be on the frontline, and it is a challenge to find ways to exploit them to handle the vast increase in data traveling across both the access and the core network. The IoT era will require extended automation of network functions, via virtualization, QoS-aware differentiation of different classes of IoT traffic, and the collection and analysis of data to enable SDN to optimize the network. It is thus imperative for the future 5G architectural models to be designed having in mind the IoT data explosion.

Another advantage that SDN can bring to the numerous sensitive and mission-critical IoT applications concerns security. The challenge lies in the development of algorithms that can detect specific security threats, depending on the IoT application, at the edge of the network in the least complex and overhead-inducing way, by exploring the global view of an SDN controller. Another feature that SDN can provide is the creation of complex device-access rules. As such, the complexity of managing a multi-network, consisting of hundreds of different devices with various permission levels for different actors, can be significantly reduced from an administrator point of view. Also, virtualization can be leveraged to isolate those sensitive applications from the rest of the network to provide assurance and safety. The creation and standardization of such security protocols, interfaces, and applications specifically tailored for IoT devices, is still an open research area.

Finally, SDN, which provides centralized network management and data collection, can be used together with machine learning techniques, so that the network can become more intelligent and self-adaptive. Real-time decisions can be made depending on the type and characteristics of the traffic received. The development of such customized machine learning algorithms to serve for IoT traffic flows, both to optimize performance and security is expected to be an emerging research field, merging the worlds of networking and artificial intelligence.

### APPENDIX

In Table 2 we list the acronyms and abbreviations used throughout this survey.
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